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ON DISGUISED INVERTED WISHART DISTRIBUTION

A. K. GUPTA AND S. OFORI-NYARKO

(Communicated by Wei-Yin Loh)

Abstract. Let A ~ Wp(n, I) and A = ZZ' where Z is a lower triangular

matrix with positive diagonal elements. Further, let B = A~l = W'W have

inverted Wishart distribution so that W = Z-1. In this paper we derive the

distribution of M = WLW1. It is also shown that a=£±±T'MT ~ Fp,„_p+1

where T ~ A/p(0, Ip) is independent of M .

1. Introduction

While deriving the minimax estimator of a normal covariance matrix when

additional information is available on some coordinates [2], we were confronted

with finding the distribution of a random variable of the type (Z'Z)~X where

Z is a lower triangular matrix with positive diagonal elements such that ZZ' =
A(p x p) ~ Wp(n,L). Here we first derive the distribution of M - WLW,

where W = Z~x. The distribution of T'MT is also derived where indepen-
dently T ~ Np(0, Ip). We call M a disguished inverted Wishart variable for

reasons explained in §3. Tan and Guttman [3] derived the distribution of a

disguised Wishart variable.

In §2 we present some preliminary results which are used in the sequel. In

§3 main results of the paper are derived.

2. Some preliminary results

The following lemmas are needed to derive the distribution of M. The

proofs of Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 are given in [1].

Lemma 2.1. If M = MXM\, where Mx is a p x p lower triangular matrix with

positive diagonal elements, then

(2.1) J(M^Mx) = 2pf[mp-;)+[
i=i

where znil(i) is the ith diagonal element of Mx. Also the transformation N =
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M[MX gives

(2.2) J(N->Mx) = 2»f[m<l{X).
1=1

Lemma 2.2. If X and A are p x p lower triangular matrices with positive

diagonal elements, then the Jacobian of the transformation Y = AX is

(2.3) J(Y^X) = f[aiii,
i=i

azz¿ the an are the diagonal elements of A .

The following result is available in [3].

Lemma 2.3. Let M[,] = (mk¡),  1 < k, / < i,  be a submatrix of M. Then

M = MXM'X = Mxxx       0

MX2X    Mx22

M'xxx    M'm

0      M'm j

gives Af[!] = Mxx\M[xx, with Mxxx as an i x i principal diagonal block matrix,

and \MW\ = n¡=i m)m. Also \M^~XX\ = r¡£¡ m)j(x) and thus

(2.4) lA/l'VlAfl'-^m?.,,).

3. Main results

We prove the main theorem using the three lemmas given in the previous

section.

Theorem 3.1. Let A be distributed as Wp(n,L/n), where L is a positive definite
matrix of constants such that L = QQ', where Q is a lower triangular matrix.

Then the distribution of M = WLW, such that WW - A~x, is given by

(3.1) f(M) = Coi^m2l-xlx\\M\-^"+p^e-^M-\

where C0 = nnpl2/2npl2Yp(n/2) and m,,(1) is given in (2.4).

Proof. If A is distributed as Wp(n,L/n), then B = A~x has the density

\L/n\~nl2\B\~^n+p+x)e~^UnZ~'B~x

(12) f{B) =-2nPßrp(n/2)-■

Let B — WW, where W is lower triangular matrix. Then

11/zzr"/2^!-^^ (2PHP._wiil) e-jKnZ-W*)-1

W «Wï- 2^rp(n/2)

Since L is positive definite, write L = QQ' where Q is lower triangular matrix.
Then, using Lemma 2.1, we get

f(W) = Co2p\QQ'\-*\WW\-l¿n+p+x)

(3.4)
• in<jexp|-itrzz(ß(2')-1(^'^)"1} ■
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Now let Mx = WQ. The Jacobian of this transformation is

dwl
IK'-ip-i+l)

1=1\6M\

where q¡¡ is the zth diagonal element of Q. From (3.4) we obtain

p \
Mir'f(Mx) = C02"   YlmW)    \MxM'x\-^n+p+x^e-îtr^"

and because both Q and W are lower triangular matrices, Mx also is a lower

triangular matrix. Make the transformation

M = MxM'x = (WQ)(WQ)' = WLW.

From Lemma 2.1, the Jacobian of the transformation M = MxM\ is given by

2prii=i 'nfr(i')+1 > where zzzn(1) is the zth diagonal element of Mx so that the

distribution of M is

(3.5) /(A/) = Coin<Tr1)l^ri(''+P+1)exp(-^trM-1) ,

which completes the proof.   D

The distribution (3.5) depends on the permutation of M. To illustrate this,

let p = 2. Then

M=(mxx    rnx2\=lfmxx(X)       0    \(mxx(x)   mx2(x)\

\mx2     m22J '        Vm12(l)     ^22(1) y  V      ° ^22(1)/

so that

(3.6) wn=mf1(1);    mx2 = mXX{X)mx2{X];    m22 = m2x2{X) + m\1(x).

Suppose one is interested in a permutation of M, say

q_ (cxx    cx2\ _ lm22   mx2\

\cn   c22)     \mx2   mxx ) '

Then C = (°0 )M(^0). Writing Af = MXM'X,

c=(mh(i) + mh(i)   wii(Dwi2(i)\
" V   mXX(X)mx2{X) m2xx{X)     ) '

That is, cxx = nt\2(X) + m\2(X), cx2 = mXX(X)mx2(x), c22 = m2X(X). Recall that

cxx=m22,    cx2 = mx2,    c22 = mxx.

We note that these are the same equations as in (3.6), except for appropriate

changes in subscripts, and so nothing has really changed.

From (2.4), we have

/(zzz,i, zzz,2, m22) = C0(mxxm22 - m22)  ^zn,,1 exp (--(zzz11 + zn22))

where
(mxx    mX2\ _ imxx    ZZZ12V

\mxl   m22) ~ \mx2   m22)
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Similarly,

g(cxx, cX2,c22) = C0(ciic22 - c2x2)-"-¥c22x exp (-|(cu + c22)) .

An interesting observation is that if we make the transformation N = M'XMX

(recall M = MXM'X) with \dN/dMx\ = 2P Rpi=x m\i(x),

\M'XMX\ = \MXM'X\,     and    tr^'Àf,)-1 = tr(AfiAfí)-1,

then we find from (3.5) that

(3.7) f(N) = Co\N\-^"+p+V exp (-| triV"1) .

That is, N = M'XMX = Q'WWQ = Q'BQ has the inverted Wishart distribution
W~x (n, Ip/n). This is the reason why M is called a disguised inverted Wishart

variable. Tan and Guttman [3] derived the distribution of a disguised Wishart
variable R = P'VP where PP' = L~X and X-^W^zz- 1, V~x/(n- 1)).

Motivated by the work of Tan and Guttman, we now derive the distribution

of G = T'MT where T ~ Np(0, Ip) and is independent of M.

Theorem 3.2. LetT ~ Np(0, Ip) such that T and M are independent. Then
the distribution of G = T'MT is such that

(3.8) C._^_Fp,„_p+|

where Fp¡n-p+i denotes the F-distribution with (p, n- p + 1) degrees of free-

dom.

Proof. Write

(3.9) G = T'MT = T'MXM'XT= T¿T0

where 7b = M'XT. Now conditional on Mx ,

(3.10) f(To\Mx)a\Mx\-xexp(-^trT¿(M'xMx)-lTo^ •

Using (3.4) and (3.10) we have

/(M^Po^in^Dji^ir^^

•exp(^~tr[T¿(M'xMx)-xTo + n(MxM'xrx]^ ,

so

-(n+p+2)

(3.11)

•exp (-^tr[T¿(M'xMx)-xT0 + n(MxM'x)-x]\ dMx

Now the exponent in the integrand of ( 3.11 ), apart from ( -1 / 2 ), may be written

as

tr[T¿(M'xMx)-xT0 + n(M[Mx)-x] = tr(M[)-x[ToU + nIp]Mxx

= tr(M'xyx(Q'xQx)Mx-x
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where Q = Q\QX = To To + nh > ôi *s l°wer triangular, and Q is positive
definite. To verify this, note that for any (p x I) vector jc ^ 0, x'Qx -

(x'To)2 + nx'x > 0; hence, Q is positive definite. Therefore, there exists a

lower triangular (p x p) matrix Qx with positive diagonal elements such that

Q = Q'xQi- Thus

tr[T¿(M'xMx)-xT0 + n(M'xMxyx] = tr(QxMx~x)'(QxMx-x)

= tr[(MxQxx)]'(MxQ-x)-x.

To evaluate the integral in (3.11), let U = MXQXX. The Jacobian of the trans-

formation is \dU/dMx\ = nil liiP~l ■ We can rewrite (3.11) as

(3.12)

f(To)a\Qi\~{tt+l)ju>0 (ñ"^"1) \U\-^^exp(-^tx(UUTl) dU.

The integral in (3.12) is constant. This is easily seen from (3.2) by replacing
nL~l with Ip. Hence

f(Tn)a_-_- \nl 4- TnTÁ\-((n+lW
|0 l"+1 _

Using the fact that for a (p x p) matrix M,

nPßY(m=JL)
I  \M + tt'\-ml2 dt =

JRPV        ' r(f )|Af|c«-i/2)

and that JRP f(To)dTo= 1, the density function of To is given by

rm(i+^r,/2
/(To) =

(im)W2r(2±^)

and therefore L - ((n + 1 -p)/2)xl2To has a multivariate i-distribution with

(n + l-p) degrees of freedom. Making the transformation, x,■■ = lf/(n -p + 1 ),

it can be shown that T¡f=i xf = L'L/(n - p + 1) is simply the inverted beta
distribution ß'(p/2, (n + 1 -p)/2) and hence has a pP(Pi„_p+i)/(zz -p + 1)
distribution. Therefore

L'L _p_
n-p + l     n-p+Vp'n-p+u

i.e.,

L'L~pFp!n-p+x

so that ((n-p+l)/n)T/)To~pFp,n-p+i or

G = ToTo1 = T'MT ~ -IZ-^F,,n.p+x.
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